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The Site
The site is located (N27⁰ 31’. 150”; E82⁰

02’. 504”) on the alluvium flood plains of

River Achiravati (Rapti), about 195 km east

of Lucknow and 15km district headquarter

Sravasti (at Bhinga) of Uttar Pradesh.



Historical Background of the Site

 Sravasti was the capital of the ancient kingdom of 
Kosala.

 The earliest references of the city are available in 
Ramayana and Mahabharata as a prosperous city 
in the kingdom of Kosala. 

 It is said to have derived its name from a legendary 
king Sarvasta of solar race who is stated to have 
founded the city. Therefore, it became ‘Savatthi’ or 
Sravasti.



 In the 6th century BC, during the reign of Presenajit,
the place rose to fame due to its association with
Buddha and Mahavira and became one of the eight
holy places of Buddhist pilgrimage.

 During the days of Buddha its prosperity reached the
peak under the powerful ruler of Prasenaji. In the
Mahaparinibnana-Sutta Sravasti is mentioned as
one of the six important cities where Buddha had a
large followers.

 Buddha is said to have spent 24 or 25 rainy seasons
(varshavas) here after his disciple Sudatta
Anathapindika built a monastery for him at Jetavana.



Historical Background of 
Excavations
 The ruins of Sravasti remained forgotten until 

they were brought to light and identified by Sir 

Alexander Cunningham in 1863. Subsequently, 

the site was excavated by several scholars, 

Marshal (1909-14), K.K. Sinha (1959), Lal Chand

Singh (1991-98), Kansai University, Japan and 

Later by the Excavation Branch Patna in the first 

decade of this century. 



Miracle at Sravasti





We will discuss today

Sahet-the Jetvan mahavihar, 

Mahet-the city of Sravasti, and 

Sites in the vicinity of Sahet-Mahet







SITE PLAN-SAHET
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SAHETH (JETAVANA)





JETVANA
 The ruins at Sahet, which are supposed to 

represent Jetavana, located to the south of the 
main city.

 Archaeological excavations brought to light 
plinths and foundations of numerous Buddhist 
structures including stupas, monasteries and 
temples.

 Gandha Kuti (temple 2), Kosamba Kuti and 
stupa-cum-tank complex in the north-western 
side are most significant



Most of the earliest structures are assignable to 1st-
2nd century AD i.e. Kushana period.

 The latest constructions with intact plan is a
monastery assignable to eleventh-twelfth century
AD and attributed to queen Kumardevi, the wife of
Govinda Chandra Gahadavala of Kannauj.

SAHETH (JETAVANA)-Chronology



MAHETH (THE SRAVASTI CITY)

 Located on the right bank of river Archiravati

(modern Rapti), the city of Sravasti had a high

earthen rampart running along a circuit of 5.23 Km

and pierced by several gates distinguished by high

bastions.

 Four main gates are known as Imli Darwaza,

Rajgarh Darwaza, Naushahra Darwaza & Kand

Bhari Darwaza situated respectively at the south-

west, north-west, north-east and south-east corners.



MAHETH (THE SRAVASTI CITY)

 The remains within the city area include Buddhist, 

Brahmanical and Jain structures and few medieval 

tombs. Among them, the most significant structures 

are, Temple of Shobhnath, Siva temple, Pakki-kuti

and Kachchi Kuti.



MAHET (Fortification Wall)



Pakki Kuti, Mahet, Sravasti



Kachchi Kuti, Mahet, Sravasti



MAHET (THE SRAVASTI CITY)-
Chronology
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Site in Vicinity
 There are various sites in vicinity of Sahet-Mahet

representing the settlements near city. Among these

Orajhar, Penahiajhar and Kharahuwanjhar are 

significant.

 Excavations were conducted by the Lucknow circle 

of ASI in 1990s at Orajhar which is supposed to be . 

It may be identified with the celebrated ‘Purvarama’ 

or Eastern monastery, built by Vishakha as seen by 

Fa-hien.



Orajhar



Orajhar



KARHUA JHAR



PANAHIA JHAR



City site is earlier than Monastery?



City site is earlier than Monastery?

City site is older than monastery as it is 

mentioned in literature too.



Thank you!


